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Colours of our world
turned into poetry
Today is National
Poetry Day and we
are celebrating
with poems from
the EDP and
Bayer CropScience
schools poetry
competition which
had Colours as its
theme. SIMON
PROCTOR
introduces the
winners and a
selection of others
from the 1,100
submitted.

All the colours of the rainbow – and a
few extra to boot – were the
inspiration for youngsters across the
region who entered this year’s Young
Poets of the Year competition.
The contest, organised by the EDP
and Bayer CropScience (Norwich)
attracted 1,100 entries – up 400 on last
year – from more than 30 primary
and middle schools.
Ex-Canaries goalkeeper Bryan
Gunn – now the club’s community
ambassador – and his artist wife
Susan were the final stage judges for
the competition.
Last
Friday
they
presented
certificates to the winners of each
category, Holly-Anne Ward and
Benjamin Dormer (see below), at
Norwich City’s Study Support
Centre.
The two young poets scooped £100
each, plus £500 for their schools and a
day at Norwich City FC.
The competition was launched
earlier this year with two age
categories, 8-9 and 10-11.

Susan Gunn said: “We all associate
certain colours with certain things. I
think the ones who really stood out
were the children who had thought
about colour in a new and original
way.”
As part of the prize, the two
winning schools – The Belfry School
at Overstrand and Scarning Primary

– will also have the chance for a
group of pupils to spend the day at
Norwich City’s Study Support
Centre, which offers programmes in
literacy, numeracy and ICT, using
the power of football to engage
pupils.
Bayer have also donated £1,000 to
the Bryan Gunn Appeal.
Bayer’s Norwich site manager,
Dave Jones, said: “We are absolutely
delighted that the Young Poets
competition is going from strength to
strength. With more participating
schools from across the region this
year, and over 1,100 individual
entries, it is really rewarding to see
such young children turning the
colours of their world into such
wonderful poems.”
The first stage judges of the
competition were Paulene Guise
(Bayer CropScience), Anne Osbourne
(John Innes Centre and SAW Trust),
Jonathan Holloway (Norfolk and
Norwich Festival director) and
Simon Proctor (Eastern Daily Press).

Winner

Winner

8-9 category
Holly-Anne Ward

10-11 category
Benjamin Dormer

Scarning Primary School

The Belfry School,
Overstrand

THE JUDGES

Bryan
Gunn
Norwich City’s
community
ambassador

Susan
Gunn
artist

Colour
It’s true to say, that if I may,
for there is no time to lose,
to tell you about my favourite colour.
But I don’t know which to choose.
At first I thought of orange and
yellow that reminds me of marshmallow
but then I thought of brown and green
which are colours that are always seen,
then blue and white fills up my eyes,
with fluffy white clouds and clear blue
skies.
And when the sun sets and it’s time for
bed, the sky is filled with pink and reds
and when I’m tucked up in bed, and mum
turns out the light,
I look through and stare at all
the stars through the
blackness of the night.
The problem is there are just too many
and this I must confess, so many
colours in the world,… I like them all
the best!!!

Jewel Rainbow
It’s raining colourless diamonds,
the colours of the spectrum are split.
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Highly commended
8-9 category

Coloured Rubbish
Red Cola cans
Green rusty pans.

People’s Colour
Your skin maybe white or red,
pink or black,
But that doesn’t matter,
I’m sure of that!

Black old tyre,
Silver barb wire.

Colour

Rusted old cars,
Crystal sharp bars.

Colour, colour, lovely colour,
Imagine the world
Without any colour.

Yellow banana peel,
Old bike wheel.

Your hair maybe black or
brown, blonde or red,

White old shoe,
Green slimy goo.

Whatever it is,
It’s an individual head!

Horrible violet flowers,
The colour of lilac.

Your lips maybe red or pink
or a kept cool cream,

All these things are on a street,
A smelly horrible street.

But that doesn’t matter,
They should speak nicely not mean!

Lewy Haggar
Dell Primary School
Oulton Broad

Your eyes maybe teal
or brown, green or blue,
But no matter the colour,
They are a unique part of you!

Colour

So no matter each colour,
Of your skin or hair, lips and
eyes,

What is colour?
Is it the shaped fluffy clouds up in the sky?
Or the round shiny apple inside an apple pie.
Is it the petals on beautiful blooming flowers?
Or the raindrops following after each other in showers.
Is it the blob of ink staining on my shirt?
Or is it my face when I’m ill with a cough and a blurt
And I’ll tell you what, I think I know or maybe not.
Colours are a brightness to the whole world.

It doesn’t matter about that,
what does is where the heart
lies!
Jade Lambert
Scarning Primary School

Tropical fish all black & white,
A garden of flowers not very bright,
An arching rainbow all in grey,
Horrible nightmares every day.
Colour, colour, lovely colour,
Imagine the world
Without any colour.
A bowl of fruit, looking plain,
Flags of the world all the same.
An artist’s palette with nothing much,
Sweets in the sweet shop left untouched.
Colour, colour, lovely colour,
Imagine the world
Without any colour.
A pirate’s chest without silver and gold,
A tapestry looking tired and old.
Stained glass windows, horrible and black,
A beautiful rainforest under attack.
Colour, colour, lovely colour,
Imagine the world
Without any colour.
Joshua Lee
Mulbarton Middle School

So colours are……
The brown tea in my gran’s cup,
And the yellow sun burning my icecream messing it up.
The green grass down on the ground,
And a red spinning top spinning around.
The flowers blooming in purple, pink, orange and blue,
And the black laces on my shoe.
The white moon floating in space,
And a racing greyhound running past me in a trace.
Now that is all I have to say,
Goodbye everyone have a nice day.
Alicia Drew
Mulbarton Middle School

10-11 category

What if...

Colours Everywhere

Colour

Flying Football

The blue thesaurus
Lives on the bookshelf

A bit of blue
a droplet of red
of green a generous pouring
then perfect you’ve made morning

Football flying, flying football,
Here and there colours everywhere.
Shouting and screaming among the stands,
And there goes a honker that sounds like a band.

A splodge of purple
a dab of yellow
a slip of grey
now you have made midday

Whites and reds, yellows and greens,
England fans scream and other fans lean,
The sun glittering on the fresh, green grass,
Beckham tackles and a red shirt does a pass.

A smear of black
a spark of silver
a swosh of lime
hey you made night time

Football flying, flying football,
Here and there colours everywhere,
Shouting and screaming among the stands,
And there goes a honker that sounds like a band.

So now you have everything
planed all you have to do is
paint it

Above the stadium the sky is blue,
While down below the grass is green,
Vibrancy and colour from every stand,
Victory is near to England land.

In your pencil case lives
The yellow HB pencil
The red Tudor rose
Lives in the past
On the hook lives
The brown puffy coat
The white test paper
Lives in the teacher’s cupboard
On the desk lives
The black computer monitor
This is what I see
Colours everywhere
Joshua Whitnall
Mattishall Primary School

Connor Ashford
Necton Middle School

Football flying, flying football,
Here and there colours everywhere.
Shouting and screaming among the stands,
And victory is heard from the big, brass bands!
Zane Lin Tham
South Wootton Junior School

the world had always been
purple and green
football would be mellow
if all the kits were yellow
wouldn’t it be funny
if you turned blue when your nose was runny
wouldn’t it be obscene
if grass wasn’t green
when you try to think
your clothes turn pink
when you say yay
the world turned grey
when you went to bed
your head turned red
when a duck went quack
the pond goes black
when you frown
the sky goes brown
if when you say your alphabet
your teeth turn violet
when you put on your shoe
your hair turned blue
if when you play guitar
your hands turn aqua
when the rain goes pitter patter
the world turns silver
if when you’re polite
the sea turned white
what a funny world
Rhys Gooding
Springfield Junior School, Ipswich

strip
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Spring is like the sun waking up.
Gleaming yellow buttercups are glowing,
And now the sun is showing,
And everybody’s face is glowing with delight.
Spring is like a multi-coloured rainbow
gleaming in the sparkling sun.
Summer is like Mars throwing
great streaks of sizzling orange
flames at Earth.
Sunflowers are glowing brightly
And all the children are playing gleefully.

Colour Red

Dolphins acrobating in and out of the crystal
clear water
A great Queen’s palace surrounded by sweet scented flowers
A magnificent birthday party.
A sports car zooming round the race track
Stars twinkling in the night sky
shining cutlery laid out on the vast table
A calm shimmering sea.

Red is for blood swelshing through people’s
bodies.
Red is for poppies blowing in the breeze.
Red is for strawberries growing bigger
every day.
Red is for sunset relaxing on its way down.
Red is for a postbox overflowing with
letters.
Red is for the devil coming to get you!
Red is for roses blushing out their petals.
Red is for apples growing on trees.
Red is for the soldiers marching to
Buckingham Palace.
Red is for anger exploding your brain.

Megan Rees
Fairhaven Primary School
South Walsham

Summer is like the golden sun of everyone’s heart.

T

Silver

Elliot Francis Hunter
St Peter’s Primary School
Easton

Colours

Autumn leaves are red, rugged and ravaged.
Trees are brown, bare and brash.
Twigs are crinkly and crunchy.
Autumn is like a lion ready to strike.
Oak trees are ornate.

Orange, red, yellow, do they make you sizzle?
Blue, green, grey, do they make you freeze like a person day-dreaming?
Phosphorescent colours resembling yellow and orange smoulder similar to the
headlights of a car.
Radiating red revealing its atmosphere approximating a divine luminosity slowly
beckoning you to admire its superb beauty.
Orange is the liberator of the sun, a scorching colour that you would use to represent
a hazardous tiger prepared to strike.
Blue, staring appallingly at you like a bitter, biting, numb reminder of piercing cold.
Grey, overshadowing you like a bleak, heartless, featureless colour of dismal
obscurity.
Green can be blinding and intense or atrocious and sinister.
A precarious, decomposing , swamp-like colour of putrid decay.
Red, occasionally associated with turmoil, upheaval, bedlam, and pandemonium
stalking its next victim.

YELLOW IS …

Joe Isaacs
West Flegg Middle School

Niamh Rothney
D4 West Flegg Middle School

Elliot Francis Hunter
St Peter’s Primary School
Easton

Yellow is glistening, warm sand between your toes,
It is the ochre streaks in the sunset,
Yellow is golden corn hidden in pale green leaves,
It is tangy lemons floating in bubbly black coca cola,

Yellow is the majestic sun ruling over the sky,
It is a fluffy duckling in a pond getting ready for his firs
dive,
Yellow is the bright daffodils as they shoot forth during
spring,
It is dark reed beds as they whisper to the wind

The black shadow

Blue

My Colourful Garden

As the black shadow creeps around

blue is in the sea and the sky and
the flip of fish
blue is the flip of the
god like blue whale in the sea
blue is the swift flash
of a blade and the cars through
the night.
blue is a jedi
guardian’s light saber.
blue is the rain patting
on the roof.
blue is sad sad sad
blue is a river

The deep green pond with fish of white,
orange & yellow swimming in the depths
of the water,
Dancing round the golden marigold
& the crimson leaves of the water lilies.

We are in our beds safe and sound
The black shadow sneaks while we are asleep
I hear the sound tap tap of the black shadow
I feel a shiver down my spine
I tip toe down stairs
Suddenly I see the black shadow emptying a bottle of wine
But that was no black shadow
That was my mum

I look up – a pheasant is watching me,
its glossy terracotta feathers gently ruffle
in the morning breeze,
As the sun rises, golden beams shine on the
cherry tree at the bottom of the garden.
The delicate pink blossoms shed their
frayed petals & tumble down to the
dew-drenched emerald grass. Blue irises
reveal themselves as the buttery daffodils
fade away.
The blackbird’s song fills the still air
as a new day is born.

Fraser Forbes
Norman School
Northwold

Charlotte Baker
Mattishall Primary

Silver Stars

Silver stars glimmering in the
The moon reflecting in the qu
The stars twinkling, singing t
They are like little ants glintin
Or like shields, shimmering in
Or maybe the tears of a giant.
Jordan Southgate
Brisley CEVA School

Alex Grauwiler
Scarning (VC) Primary School

BLACK
The Paint Palette

MY FAMILY
Nanny is “Sunset” –
she is always up and down.
Mum is “Chocolate Brown” –
she is always eating chocolate.
Josh is “Mud pond” –
Uncle Ray dropped him in the garden pond.
Dad is “Midnight Orange” – up all night long
Night shift at Anglian Windows!
Charlotte Wickenden
Woodside First
Norwich
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Danielle Thomson
Dell Primary School

Colours of the Year

Winter is like a
shimmering, silky, rusty brown
overcoat covering everything.
Winter is like Jack Frost sneezing,
pass me a hot water bottle,
winter is like a frosty, flaky, icy blue
giant on a rampage.
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In the paint palette I lie,
Desolate and dejected
I feel sorry for myself,
People pick colours like
Luminous reds, pinks, oranges, yellows,
And I remain in the paint palette
Nobody seems to want,
A tedious brown.
Bethanie Fielding
West Flegg Middle School

Black is the colour of the midnight sky
The slight colouring on the crows back
The shadow that shades the freshly trimmed grass
You can see and hear the patter dale barking away whilst it is chewing on your
Granddad’s stinky soft slippers.
When you are out playing in your garden you suddenly hear the tremendous trembling
jumbo jet that whizzes by like a buzzing bumbling bee.
Black is the colour of the rough bark on the tree, all crispy and crunchy, it makes the
shape of a snail’s shell all curly and round.
When you look at black it makes you think the lights have been turned off, or your
sister has put a cloth over your face
Black is the colour of coal all bumpy and cold, when you touch it, it will leave an oily
black mark like an Octopus fume.
Black is the colour of ink all blobby and drippy, when it smudges it leaves a curly
swirly, almost like swimming pool that’s in drought.
Black is the colour of icing all runny, the icing that you put on your cousin’s cake
yesterday um how yummy.
Black is the colour of your mum’s mascara
Black is just Black
Jessica Perkins
West Flegg Middle School
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The Blue Engine

Colour of Cricket

Engine of blue goes by in a flash
t goes peep peep and the whisle blows
The smoke, pencil-grey comes out
of the funnel
ike a genie from a bottle.

Red the colour of sunset
burning hot in the late evening
The shining ball hitting the
stumps — Howzat!

Pink
See that pink pig in the sky
My mummy told me pigs couldn’t fly
So I looked again with my green glass eye
And I saw it landing on a branch near by
I said “Come on mum!” with a great big sigh.
“What was that pink thing flying by?”
She looked again and gave a cry
“Well, bless my soul … oh me oh my!”

Alex Kelsall
Overstrand Primary School
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Kayleigh Binmore
Scarning VC Primary School

The green grass long and
thick. The red ball bouncing
along for four.
The colour of the sun shining
down on the worn-out cricketers.
Sun cream on The excited fans
as balls are hit all around
the ground.
The day comes to an end
and the red sunset goes
down. The bats come out
at night, no crickerts in sight.

The colour green
Hippy hoppy frogs sitting on lily pads
caterpillars looping in the grass
quietly moving up and down so nobody knows
parrots flapping in the tree squawking
loudly so people end up with a head
ache.
grasshoppers hopping in the
grass and itching their legs
Worms munching slowly on your apples
Kimberley Turney
Mulbarton Middle School

Glen Meredith
Old Buckenham
Community Primary School
Long red ginger streaks hanging on her
shoulders, just like cinnamon on a cake,
Little golden lips on a little pearl white
face,
Flickering emerald eyes delicately framed,
A gleaming shimmering tail with dancing
Turquoise and orange,
Blue green fins pushing her through the waves,
And all of this I tell mackes up a beautifully
coloured mermaid!
Zoe Loring Murphy
Mulbarton Middle School

Colours
White as a piece of paper
before I write on it.
My writing is as black as a black
cat at night.
My brain is wiped blank as white
and I cannot think of anything to
write.
Colour
Black is for the trouble I shall
Be in if I haven’t written
Anything.
White is a piece of paper before
I have written on it.

Black
Black is a symbol of death and war
Black is like a dark and scary night
Black is a Goth’s hair
Black is a bat in flight
Black is a dull and boring colour
Black is the colour of an old kite
Black is the colour of the deepest ocean
Black is the colour of most insects and a mite
Black is the board at an old fashioned school
Black is the colour of an eye when you’ve been in a fight
Black is the colour of a new asphalted road
Black is the colour of the lead which I use to write
Black is the hat on a magician’s head
Black is the colour of a blind person’s sight

William Barlow
Great Massingham CEVC Primary School

Fraser Tuttle
Kinsale Middle School, Norwich

The colour Red

e winter night.
uiet pond.
to the snow.
ng the dark night.
n the moonlight.
.

Coloured Snakes
Green snake.
The vine snake from South East Asia,
Spends hours motionless,
Hanging in the dark trees.
Because it is bright green,
And very slender,
It is well hidden,
Among the trees.
Orange snake
This non poisonous,
American snake
Is called the
Corn snake
Because
The chequered markings
On its underside
Look like the colour patterns
On grains of
Indian corn.

Colours of Animals
Red is as Red as a ladybird’s
wings and if you’re really
quiet you might hear it fly
yellow is as yellow as a lion’s
mane and if you look Really
carefully you might see a lion cub
Blue is as blue as a dolphin’s
head and if you’re really quiet
you might hear it do a sonar
click.
Green is as green as a snake’s
body and if you’re really quiet
you might hear it slither
Ellen Armstrong
The Belfry School, Overstrand

Red is the sunset gleaming at twilight,
Red is a primrose closing at night.
Red is bright used for warning signs,
Red is the colour of a bottle of wine.
Red is the colour of Valentine hearts,
Red is the colour of shooting darts.
Red is the colour of a long red wire,
Red is the colour of a burning fire.
Red is the colour of a red red rose,
Red is the colour of a clown’s nose.
Red is the colour of a bright bedroom,
Red is the colour of a handle on a broom.
Red is the colour of a birthday balloon,
Red is the colour of a plastic spoon.
Red is the colour of an embarrassed face,
Red is the color of many cheeks in a race.
Red is the colour of a large red kite,
Red is the colour of after a wasp’s bite.
Red is the colour of a small robin.
Red is the colour of a thread on a bobbin.
Red is the colour of a shiny red phone,
Red is the colour of a chugging train.
Red is the colour of a fireman’s suit,
Red is the colour of a Wellington boot.
Red is the colour of a juicy cherry,
Red is the colour of a delicious berry.
Red is a wonderful colour what would we
do without it?
Aaishah Noordally
Kinsale Middle School
Norwich

James Laing
Brisley CEVA Primary School

is celebrating its 50th year at
its Sweet Briar Road site?
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Stranger

Colour
There once was a girl who was colour blind,
She never thought people would mind,
If she wore blue and green,
They said she should never be seen,
But they were the only clothes she could find.
Kay Eyles
Norman Primary School
Northwold

what is black?

A stranger called this morning
Dressed all in black and grey
Put all the colours in his bag
And put them all away
He took the luscious lilac of a lullaby,
He stole the soothing silver of a sea shell,
He nicked the mouth watering yellow of a melon,
He took the summery blue from our magnificent sky,
He stole the glinting red of a gleaming,
Shiny new motorbike,
He nicked the marvellous maroon from my scout uniform,

The night sky is never ending and mysterious.
Black is death, it’s cold and senseless.
The touch of black is the touch of death.
Black is a high-pitch screech.
Its acrid, polluted and bitter.
A blackboard is small and chalky.
A black hole is weird, unexplained.
Burnt toast is smoky.
Black is frightening and dreaded.
Black is nothing, it’s a void
between time and space.

Red Rose
If I had a dark rose
Flowering in the flaming hot
sunlight

The people woke this morning
Dressed all in black and grey
The man who stole our colours
He just walked away.

I would pick it,
To give to a dark-eyed
Spanish lady,
To wear at the bullfight.

Rebecca Jane Tickner
Marshland St James VC Primary School
Wisbech

Watching a scarlet coat
Waving at a red eyed
Angry bull,
Hearing the crowd
Cheering, jeering.
Seeing a man in his
fine fighting clothes,
Waving his red cloak,
At a really angry bull
On the blazing battle field.
Rhys Bamon
Brisley CEVA Primary School

Rainbow Car
A concrete car is moving slowly down
the street, being black and grey
until suddenly bam!!!!
The car changed into a nice rainbow car.
It had a special thing it can do. It could drive
over rainbows
Lloyd Collier
Mill View Middle School
Norwich

The hectic carnival
The floral fragrance of heaven
wafts across the packed carnival.
The clown parades down the sea of colour.
His face as white as lilies.
A false ruddy smile painted in his face.
So eager to please,
so worried he’ll fail.
His time is up
here come the acrobats!
Peacock-blue, ivory-white, saffron, coral,
their brightly coloured outfits dazzle the audience.
Whirling and twirling
painting pictures in the air.
Marching in unison
baton throwers proceed down the walkway.
Dressed in raven black uniforms
they come across so perfect.
Their employer paces up and down
thanking the crowd for coming,
greedy for their money.
Bethany Owen
The Belfry Primary School
Overstrand

Silver
Silver is the colour of the shining stars.
The glimmering diamond ring laying undiscovered in a treasure
chest.
A silver-plated key to unlock all of your special secrets.
Silver is the colour of the shimmering moon high up in the sky.
The sparkling tail of a comet or a shooting star in outer space.
A silver flower swaying gently in the breeze.
Silver are the tiny fishes darting to and fro in the ocean deep.
The dazzling tiara perched majestically on the Queen’s head.
A silvery fox impatiently waiting for some prey to enter his trap.
Silver is the colour of the snow on a high mountain top.
The reflection of the moon seen in the crystal clear lake below.
A team of silver racing cars zooming around the racetrack.
Silver is a precious metal and my favourite colour.
Kathryn Webb
West Flegg Middle School

The Third Rock from the Sun!
Vibrant red is the plant Mars as it spins airlessly around the sun
with all the other planets.
Pluto is the pinkish-purple planet, which hides away as if it’s
scared of all the giant planets.
Saturn is the planet, which looks like it’s been polished by
angels.
Jupiter is the stripy brown, orange and red planet, which is the
furthest planet from the sun.
Neptune is the planet everyone remembers out of all the nine
colours, it may not be as pretty as some of the other planets
but it sure is amazing.
Mercury is the planet, small and brown with only one moon, it is
the misunderstood planet.
Venus is the perfectly-formed planet with an almost yellow
colour, but it’s stolen by the sort of teabag, brown colour.
Uranus is the brightest blue you’ve ever seen before.
Flaming is the sun, the biggest star of them all, the flaming rock
of fire.
However the third rock from the sun is our home, with its white
fluffy clouds, its beautiful blue sea and green land.
The beautiful blue drops, the yellow daffodil, the thin blades of
grass, purple are the tulips, too many colours to name is planet
Earth!
Caroline Bull
West Flegg Middle School

James Roberts
Kinsale Middle School

What am I?
I live in Africa, in the yellow golden plains,
You can’t see me, except for my black spots,
I move slowly and quietly towards my prey,
When I attack, I move fast and swift,
The orange, black and white are the colours of the gazelle,
Easy to see, but I am not,
In the golden plains, in the reeds, await my fluffy, black spotted cubs.
Hungrily we tear off tender pink, red meat.
It’s black at night and other animals are on the loose,
It’s started to rain and my coat is brown and cream,
Through the blackness I prowl that closes around me.
My eyes bright like headlights, but green within.
Dawn approaches with red and orange sky,
I hurry back, for lions are on the prowl,
They sense me in the long yellow reeds,
A chase is on and I run like a flaming red meteorite,
The lions are getting closer and closer,
Then I dart off in the other direction, into the tall, endless reeds,
They have given up the chase, I am safe for now.
I arrive in the reeds to find … my cubs are missing,
Frantically I search, round and round,
Then I notice I have fallen into a trap,
Surrounding me, lions, packs of lions,
I can’t escape, then they pounce,
Biting and tearing at me,
Slowly, slowly my heart comes to a halt,
This time it’s not me eating,
It’s them eating me; What am I?
Marcelle McDonald-Leslie
South Wootton Junior School

Black. Good? Evil?
Black is ebony sparkling in the morning sunshine, tricking your eyes as it filters
through the gleaming crystal, blanking out your vision for seconds just because of the
sheer brightness.
Black is the shining silken coat of black beauty, the horse riding swiftly over sweet
scented grass, as smooth as an eagle and as speedy as a rabbit darting in between
emerald bushes.
Black is a raven swan gliding over crystal clear water leaving silver quakes which
shimmer when the sunlight catches the glimmering liquid of the lake.
Black is the night creeping over the horizon covering vast mists, where the only sound
to be heard is the faraway hoot of an owl, a dead mouse within its clutches.
Black is a blind buffalo famished with hunger, gradually dying and being feasted on
by bone consuming vermin.
Black is a howling wood home to many vicious beasts, with a blinding mist encircling
those naked, claw like trees.
Black is the swish of a silken cloak belonging to Lord Voldermort on a dark foggy
night when he will rise from the dead and threaten humanity with viciously evil plans.
Black is murder in a dark damp graveyard with the howling of a wolf coming from
the background mist echoing in the menacing moonlight.
Black is a half eaten buffalo crying for help as severe injuries and pain devour him,
taking him to the world of “The living dead”.
Black is a ravenous flamingo grey with hunger, gradually dying and being devoured
by blood sucking leeches.
Black is a bloodless slug being pecked at by flesh-eating vultures, gorging themselves
on the helpless victim trying to slither away from the vicious villains.
Black is humanity disappearing from the face of the earth, leaving it a helpless,
lifeless world.
Black is love flying off into space never to return again.
Meggie Lonngren Sampaio
West Flegg Middle School
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A selection of other entries: 10-11 category
WHAT COLOUR AM I?

Medieval Shades

Home product colours

Think of something green!

I’m white’s next door neighbour
And I’m in old fashioned films,
Some people use me
To paint their dull old drying kilns,
I’m the colour of ink
And I’m never used with pink,
I’m darker than brown
But I never make a sound,
I’m sometimes the colour of plugs
I’m also the colour of bugs.
I’m never the colour of walls
But I am on footballs,
I’m ever so plain
And I not being insane,
Can’t you think?
It will make you sink,
I will just remind you
I’m still the colour of ink!

Brown is a colour of dried blood,
spilled from all the bowmen.
Yellow is light from caves,
when an entrance is nearby.
Red is the colour of blood,
Swiped from the knight’s sword.
Green is the colour of emeralds
and shine is its only light.
Black is the colour of darkness,
when knights fear of deathness.
Blue is a colour of sapphire,
But destinies fear what’s next.
Pink is the colour of the coral,
The sea lies above it, shining.
Gold is the colour of hard shields.
The rogue scouts used in forests.
Silver is the colour of diamonds,
Where it’s placed on rings of might.

Lime washing up liquid cleans the grime.
Blue shower curtains I hope it makes
certain.
Red carpeting to make your home posh
and to keep other people marketing.
A white phone for your new home.
Green window-cleaner helps you see the
scene.
Transparent wax helps to keep your blonde
floor boards to the max.
Yellow paint to cover up the mellow wall.
20 percent off everything sale ends 21st
of July.

The grass?
The bushes?
The colour?

Becky Williamson
South Wootton Junior School

green is vegetable
green is paper
green is leaves
So what is green?
No one answered
Denisa laughed
And stroked her green
skirt
so grassy
and coloury
that all her fingers
turned green.

Anthony Tyler
Norman Primary School
Northwold

Marcus Shreeve
Woodlands Middle School, Bradwell

green has all the answers
green is like
an advert that twists your eyes
till the flowers turn to green.

Black
Black is the night,
Black is onyx,
glinting, shimmering,
shining, pining
waiting for the light of day
waiting for time to move on –
so it can drop the weight of the hostile starless sky
when morning is nigh.
As the amber stars shoot across the sky
the aqua-marine planets
with them fly by
Kerry Dresser
Mulbarton Middle School

Green, green “pink up the telephone”
Shouted Mum.
Yellow, yellow. “Blue”
Went my Dad.
I said “green of the telephone”.
My Dad went black,
“Brown,” replied Dad.
“Mum, I’m going out the black”
I shouted.
And silvered the black door.
Shaun Crew
Gt Massingham CEVC Primary School

As the white frost snow piles down in January,
It gets colder and colder and freezes like ever before everything goes
white and grey and everyone freezes inside their house.

Denisa Dobrynina
Necton VC Middle School

WHAT IS PINK?
Pink is your cheeks on a winter’s day cold and numb
pink is a rich rose quartz on your finger
A brain is as pink as a flamingo balanced on one leg
pink is a colour that tastes like juicy strawberries
The northern lights are as beautiful as the juicy water melon’s insides
Pink is a joyful happy child in the park
The slimy tongue of a new-born baby, bright pink
Pink smells as fruity, as a bright red strawberry
The morning daylight wakes the star fish, bright pink
Pink is the colour on my walls, light cloudy pink
Happy is pink a lovely light pink
Sunset is happy and calm like pink
Pink is calm and harmless
Shrimps are a dark evil pink
Lewis Ward
Kinsale Middle School

Here comes February, home of red hot Valentines day,
As the weather continues to be as cold as it could be.

Blackness

Next awakes March with St David’s Day around the corner, so many
pretty pink and red flowers.
April is home to brown lovely chocolate, full of happiness and joy.

THE COLOUR JET

May is next, with the red orange sun coming out for a great summer.

THE JET FLIES THROUGH THE BRIGHT
BLUE SKY LEAVING A WHITE TRAIL
BEHIND AND THEN SUDDENLY IT
CHANGES TO THE COLOURS OF
THE RAINBOW, THEN THE JET
DISAPPEARS OUT OF SIGHT
AND CAN NO LONGER BE
SEEN, THEN ALL THAT IS LEFT IS A GREEN RAINBOW,
ON A GREEN WORLD,
IN A GREEN ATMOSPHERE,
IN A BLUE GALAXY.

Great, it’s finally summer, June awakes the beautiful red sun, and look
there are green leaves on the trees.
Next its July, it’s getting hotter and hotter out comes the yellow
buttercups with the red sun.
The hot summer is almost over but the green leaves are still in place.
The leaves are turning orange and red as it’s September, the start of
Autumn.
Here comes October, getting colder and colder by the second, all the
green leaves are falling and are turning orange and red.

Jordan Reading
Mulbarton Middle

Rebecca Kelly
Kinsale Middle School, Norwich

The Colour Yellow
Golden sand glittering in the yellow like sun,
Topaz diamonds shining like glowing stars,
A fierce yellow mane which belongs to a
beautiful lion.
Happy yellow defeats angry red,
Just like a glowing lion catches its prey,
Yellow reminds me of someone grinning the shape of a banana,
Oh how I love the colour yellow
Tom Crickmore, Kinsale Middle School, Norwich

The boat of darkness drains the world,
A black future is unfurled.
The world is rapidly losing light,
The colour orange takes flight.
The boat of darkness drains the world,
A black future is unfurled.
The yellow sun, the golden sand,
The colour fading from the land.
The boat of darkness drains the world,
A black future is unfurled.
The hills were green, not anymore,
But the evils things have more in store.

The frosty white snow is starting to fall as it’s November.
Now it’s December, Christmas is on its way, get out those green
Christmas trees and those gold stars.

The red from sunset, the glow is gone,
The children sing the world’s last song.

Green
Green is the darkness of leaves and grass,
Emerald is the shine of happiness in a daisy stalk,
Swamp green is dull but is an evilness of green,
Luminous green is bright and will sting your eyes,
it is the colour of an eye-catching poster.
Grass green is the colour of sprouts inside and the
Colour of cucumber skin.
Dark Green is the darkness of my mind, the side I hate,
Light green is the happiness of my mind, the side I love,
Bottle green is the colour of a bottle bank and the bottle itself.
Shannon Mills
Fairhaven CEVA Primary
South Walsham

The boat of darkness drains the world,
A black future is unfurled.
The sea once blue, is now dull grey,
This is what the children say:
“The boat of darkness drains the world,
A black future is unfurled.”
Violet flowers, gay and bright,
The colour’s gone in a single night.
The boat of darkness drains the world,
A black future is unfurled.
The end for the colours,
The souls die out,
The world’s in an ever-lasting colour drought
And blackness reigns forever.
Anna Hoogkamer
Cringleford School
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World War One

Dull Black Turns to Beaming Light

Tropical Sunset

A life in the trenches,
All dark and damp,
No brightness,
Just black and brown,
With war in the air,

Angry waves crash as no light has come for years.
Daytime turns into night and light still awaits
As it tries to peep through darkness.

A pure white beach with rocks and boulders,
Is lapped by a turquoise sea.
An orange sunset,
The colour of mangoes gorged with flavour,
Floods into a night sky of purple velvet.

Blue waves turn ever more violent as the darkness takes over like a king.
Blackness everywhere as yellow beaming light awaits.

An English summer,
Yellow with joy,
With the sun beating down,
Orange and green,
Happiness everywhere.

As the sea mother hushes her baby to sleep,
A multi-coloured parrot,
Soars slowly over the sky.
Red as the sun,
Green as lush grass,
And blue as sapphires.

Blue waves spitting, splashing as the waves and darkness gang up against light,
blocking its view to planet earth.
The day has come, the yellow beaming light breaks through, it is the turn for
black and dull darkness to disappear.

Life on the battlefront.
Full of risk,
Blue with fear,
Red with anger —
For the enemy

As the new bright day comes to an end, the waves slowly drift away into the sunset.
The next day awaits.

Asia Lambert
Brisley CEVA Primary School

Oliver Veitch
Blakeney VA School

A happy family at Christmas,
Opening their presents,
White snow falling,
Pleasure and joyfulness,
Surrounding many.

And as it flies away its squawk fills the
Fading light with evening music.

The Red Visitor

Matthew Gilbert
Brisley CEVA Primary School

Red is the colour of the radiant sun as it sets ready for night.
Cautiously, the nocturnal animals come to witness the red
sunset that fills the sky.

My Summer’s Walk

Nobody sees the tall grass rustle,
As the visitor comes to catch her prey.
All that can be seen
Is the top of the slender creature’s wavy red tail, slithering
Through the grass towards a red gate, where the red-breasted
robin is watching the sunset.

Ivory white,
Always night,
Hellbore red,
Now he’s dead,
He was only eleven.
Breathed his last,
Forever cast,
Into the canopies of heaven.

I went for a long summer’s walk to see the world around me.
The dazzling sun rising above my head, it shows its golden yellow.
I walk past an old oak tree, apple-green leaves, with wine-coloured apples
mouth-watering as you see them.
Pecking at the ground, the lily-coloured doves fly away at my appearance.
There’s a small family of doves in the maple tree coming up, with robin’s egg-blue
flowers standing tall underneath.
The peacock blue sky, clear as can be, makes me feel calm and lazy and relaxed.
A bundle of dove grey twigs, perching in a tree with a nest of black birds
sitting in a bottle green leafed tree.
The peacock blue sky has turned into an indigo sky, the sun setting below the
trees.
My time is up, I have to go home to my dull, iron grey flat, to sleep.
I can no longer hear the sound of colour.
The birds sleep too, till the next morning of Summer.

Sherwood Owen
The Belfry Primary School
Overstrand

Lisa Jacobs
The Belfry Primary School
Overstrand

Moving her red flowing body
Carefully through the grass,
She doesn’t make a sound.
Within a second, she pounces!
Her claws are sharp as she pierces her prey.

Colours of Spirit

My horse is black,
The colour of a stormy, frothy, dark grey sea.
She paces up and down her field with such force,
The worrying sound of guns frightens her.
Her best friends are the colour of brown, white and grey
White the colour of dazzling snow,
Brown the colour of gooey dark mud,
Grey the colour of thick fog.
Her friends calm her down
As they gently whinny to each other
In their own special language.
Lucy Blowers
Blakeney VA School

Today you are wearing a green silk robe,
Like a shining piece of polished emerald.

Red feathers fall from the robin’s rosy chest,
Filling the air with a swirling red storm.
Red blood trickles from the visitor’s mouth
As she spits out the feathers of the bird,
And slowly, silently,
The red vixen
Slithers back through the tall grass to her den,
In the light of the glowing red sunset.

Today you are wearing a floaty red scarf
Like hot fiery flames.

Elsie Temple
Blakeney VA School

The Emperor’s Love Poem

Different Colours of Horses

Robin chirrups to show off his red beauty,
His red chest
Matching the powerful red sun rays in the sky.
The visitor waits,
Her beady eyes watching the bird
As he sings his melody.
Her eyes twinkle with a red glow
As her red tongue licks her ruby red lips.

Today you are wearing a crimson, velvety rose
That smells like a hot summer’s day.

Today you are wearing dainty blue shoes
Like foamy waves whispering.
Tomorrow will you wear my topaz ring
As yellow as a tiger’s eye?
Naomi Milburn
Brisley CEVA Primary School

Colours of War

BAYER CROPSCIENCE – DID YOU KNOW THAT...
 Bayer CropScience in Norwich
manufactures crop protection
products which are distributed all
over the world. This year it is
celebrating 50 years at its Sweet
Briar Road site. Employing around
300 people, it contributes an
estimated £25m every year to
the local economy.
 Bayer CropScience works hard
at being both a good employer
and neighbour; it sends a bimonthly newsletter to all its local
residents and hosts site visits
from all sectors of the

community, including neighbours,
schools, colleges, clubs, business
leaders and MPs.
 Bayer CropScience works
closely with local schools/colleges
and the UEA. It hosts maths
workshops, science investigation
days and, just in the last year,
has helped 6,379 pupils in 198
school groups visit Norfolk Wildlife
Trust nature reserves.
 Bayer CropScience actively
works to enhance the biodiversity
of its site and has an abundance

of wildlife there, including several
rare species and, according to
Norfolk Wildlife Services, probably
the closest pair of nesting skylarks to Norwich city centre.
 Bayer CropScience in Norwich
scooped the Chemical Industry
Association’s 2006 Community
Impact Award for its community
relations programme.
 If you want to find out more
about Bayer CropScience in
Norwich, please call 01603
242424.

Black like dark above
Brown like men
Running through a wood
Being chased into a neighbourhood.
Light green like men
Hiding in a bush
Waiting for the kill.
Dark green like camouflage
Of men seeking
Through an unknown place.
Grey like bombers
Touch the sky
Bombing everything in sight
Until it is won.
Jake Hewitt
Blakeney VA School

Participating Schools
The Belfry School, Overstrand
Blakeney VA Primary
Brisley CEVA School
Brockdish Primary
Cringleford CEVA First and Middle
Dell Primary, Oulton Broad, Lowestoft
Fairhaven CEVA Primary, South Walsham
Gt Massingham CEVC, Kings Lynn
Holt Community Primary, Norwich
Kinsale Middle, Hellesdon, Norwich
Marshland St James VC Primary, Wisbech
Mattishall Primary
Millfield CP, North Walsham
Mill View Middle School, Norwich
Mulbarton Middle
Necton VC Middle, Necton, Swaffham
Nightingale First School, Taverham, Norwich
The Norman CE Primary, Northwold, Thetford
Old Buckenham CPS
Parker's CE Primary, Saham Toney
Scarning VC Primary, Scarning, Dereham
South Harford Middle, Norwich
South Wootton Junior, Kings Lynn
Springfield Junior, Ipswich
St Mary's VC Middle, Long Stratton
St Peter's VC Primary, Easton, Norwich
Tunstead Primary School
West Flegg School, Martham
Whitefriars Primary, Kings Lynn
Wood Dene School, Aylmerton
Woodlands Middle, Bradwell, Gt Yarmouth
Woodside First and Nursery, Norwich
Worstead Primary, Worstead, North Walsham
Wroughton First School, Gorleston

